Communication in the 21 st century is transforming rapidly through the globalization of organizations and digital technologies. Communication not only shapes organizational governance and empowerment but also influences our way of thinking. Due to these twin forces, the roles of communication must be explored in the context of organizational governance and its impact on media and society.
The economic crisis that hit East Asian countries just before the turn of the 21 st century and Europe a decade or so later has proven to be a transformative factor triggering local conflict and change (e.g., leadership transitions and uneven liberalization of global economic policies, among others) and creating new organizing processes forcing disparate countries together in closer interactions. In these closer interactions, pressures for conformity and adherence to institutional norms have become a manifest. But the basic clash between western-based conceptions of liberal economic regionalism and the Asian value of mercantilism has created conflicts making future cooperation more difficult. Situations exemplifying this can be found around the globe in very different contexts, even as it is still somewhat surprising to come across the application of similar methodologies in different scenarios and backgrounds.
In addressing events such as the economic crisis that befell the East Asian countries, this conference discusses the crucial concerns (and their potential solutions) related to the emergence, interconnected elements from various communication contexts, organizational government perspectives and empowerment that influence our way of thinking in the context of the basic clash between Western-based conceptions of liberal economic regionalism and the Asian value of mercantilism.
The conference provides a broad platform for discourse on the emergence and interconnected issues shaped by the meaning of communication, governance and empowerment as understood in the Asia-Pacific region as well as other parts of the world. The 2014 theme "Communication, Empowerment and Governance: The 21st Century Enigma" is aimed toward advancing scholarships in the field of communication which would benefit communities
